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Paralympian preaches points of prosperity
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By Paul Garbarino
City Editor
US Paralympian Jessica Long visited the Stroh
on Wednesday, delivering her unique life
testimony composed to spark inspiration and
hope into the hearts of all.
Born in Irkutsk, Russia, Jessica was orphaned and adopted at the age of 13 months
to a family from Baltimore, Maryland. She
was born with fibular hemimelia, depriving
her of fibulas, ankles, heels and most of the
other bones in her feet. At 18 months old her
legs were amputated below the knees, but
her disability did nothing to prevent her from
becoming a gold medalist.
“Those with the audacity to challenge
what is deemed impossible, and believe that
they have the ability to make a difference are
the ones who exceed the expectations this
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“It was my own
insecurities that
caused me to be treated
differently...”
— Jessica Long —
U.S. Paralympian

world has to offer them,” Long said.
From gymnastics to rock-climbing, Long
was able to compete in a variety of sports from
a very young age through the use of prosthetics. Once introduced to swimming, however,
she and the water became inseparable, and
her dream was realized.
“When I’m in the water, I’m completely
free,” she said.
After sailing past
her high school competition in every stroke,
Long first became a
Paralympian at just age
12, winning her first
gold medal at the Athens Paralympic games
in 2004. Since then she
collected 13 gold, 6
silver and 4 bronze medals over the past four
Olympic Games, naming
her one of the world’s
best female athletes by
Sport’s Illustrated.
When it comes to
overcoming her disadvantage, she reminded
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Yannick Kluch, founder of WA1T, stands with Eladie Scheiber, University senior and member of the swimming and diving team.

her crowd, mainly filled with the University’s
student-athlete body, attitude determines
success in life, and to dwell in adversity is a
course to sorrow and loss.
“It was my own insecurities that caused
me to be treated differently, but if I view my
legs in a positive way, then everyone else will
follow suit.”
This mindset embodies host organization
We Are One Team’s ethos and mission to promote friendship between stereotyped groups,
and ensure the University’s athletic community is committed to a culture of inclusion.

“We Are One Team uses sport as a medium to support diversity, inclusion and acceptance of minority and disadvantaged groups,”
WA1T founder Yannick Kluch said.
WA1T is the first of its kind initiative in
the US, and was honored this year with the
prestigious NCAA and Minority Opportunities
Athletic Association’s Award for Diversity and
Inclusion.
It’s a career driving and noble initiative
for students and athletes to be engaged in.
Email Kluch at ykluch@bgsu for more information about how to get involved.
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Ohio State to make playoffs

PEOPLEON
THESTREET
What are your plans for
veteran’s Day weekend?

By Chase Bachman
Columnist

Ohio State got molly-whopped on Saturday
when they made the trip to Iowa City to face
the Hawkeyes, and like the plot to Inception,
I’m as confused as you are. Not just because
the imposing Buckeyes lost to unexpected
Iowa, but also because they were defeated so
handily. When the clock finally reached all
zeros, the scoreboard read 55-24
Iowa, and star QB
J.T. Barrett found
himself quickly
making his way
through a stampede of Hawkeye
fans en-route to
the locker room.
Barrett threw
four interceptions
in what was a
rare loss for the
Buckeyes under
head coach Urban
Meyer, who have now experienced two losses
in nine games of the 2017 campaign.
Now with a pair of defeats,
most prognosticators have
pegged the Scarlet and
Gray to fall short
of earning a spot
in the College
Football Playoff.
No two-loss team
has ever qualified
for the four-team
tournament, that
is, until Ohio State
does this year. I
am aware that I’m
in the very, very slim
majority when I make
this argument, but the
Buckeyes were vying for a
spot in the College Football Playoff before the loss
to Iowa, and I still believe
that they are supremely
capable of making the
playoffs now.
As a diehard fan of
the Michigan Wolverines,
I almost enjoy seeing Ohio
State lose more than seeing
my own team win. Seeing the
Buckeyes not only lose, but be
shellacked by the insignificant
Hawkeyes put an evil smile on

my face that would’ve made you think I
knew something. Except I didn’t. Virtually
nobody saw this coming. I picked Ohio
State to win that game easily.
When I decide to root for them, they
let me down. Every time I root for them to
lose, they defy me. So instead of following
most people’s ideas
that Urban and company will fall short of
the playoff, I am going
against projections.
That’s mostly what
Ohio State has done
anyway. They defy
conventional expectations. When you think
Penn State has them
beat, they come back
and ruin my Saturday
night. This is the school
that opened at number
16 in the first CFP rankings of the 2014 season, then promptly kicked
everyone’s behind through the tournament.
So when most people predict Ohio State to fail
in their quest for a national championship,
qualifying for the playoffs is exactly the sort of
thing they would do.
All the Buckeyes have to do is win the
remaining three games on their regular
season schedule, get help with a Penn State
or Michigan State loss, and qualify for the Big
10 Championship in which they would beat
presumably Wisconsin. So simple.
Think of my prediction like the scene in
Step Brothers when Derek agrees to put Brennan in charge of the Catalina Wine Mixer. It’s is
a win-win for me. If I’m wrong, I simply have
to admit as much and embrace the mockery of
people who told me I was crazy. Being wrong
also means I’ll probably have seen another
Buckeye loss this year.
“Darn,” he said sarcastically.
If I’m right, however, I look like a genius
to the board (the board in this case being
people on Twitter).
Much to the annoyance of my many
friends and family that root for the Maize
and Blue (or anyone that roots for Ohio
State to lose), I am still not ready to disregard the Ohio State Buckeyes as potential
College Football Playoff participants. They
have always surprised people and this time
is no different. Unless they lose. Of course,
they would lose. Urban Meyer always finds
a way to prove me wrong.
Photo Provided

“The Buckeyes were
vying for a spot in the
CFP before the loss to
Iowa, and I still believe
that they are supremely
capable of making the
playoffs now.”

“Work. I’ll be at work.”

PACE CARROLL
Junior, Clinical Psychology

“I am going to
Western Michigan
University for
a figure skating
competition.”

LIV LARABEE
Freshman, Apparel Merchandising

“Celebrating my
birthday.”

KYLE ARTZ
Senior, Engineering Technology

“Unfortunately, I will
be working.”

KEEGAN O’NEIL
Senior, Engineering Technology
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Coping with anxiety can be easy
By Victoria Scanlon
Guest Columnist
Do you suffer from anxiety attacks? These
situations can be hard, especially if you do not
fully understand what is going on.
If you haven’t taken the time to really find
what helps you, here are some pointers for
what I know has helped every time.
Go to a quiet place:
Wherever you are, step away from the
situation and go somewhere quiet. Try the
park, a meadow, your back yard or anywhere
outside where you are away from people.
This will allow a quiet space to think, away
from any distractions such as conversation,
background noise, crowded areas and animals.
I suggest to stay away from your usual
areas in this instance. For example, the space
you usually retreat to could be cluttered,
small, busy or loud. It is easier to calm down
in a wide open, outdoor area in these cases. A
space free of judgment and fear.
Breathe it out:
Lie down or sit in a comfortable posi-

tion. Take a very deep breath, as slowly as
possible. Hold this breath for 4 seconds. Let
the air fall out of your diaphragm slowly,
and focus on completely relaxing a new
muscle with each release.
Your mind will race off into thought
about anything and everything while you
do this; but the key is to recognize when
you start to think and snap back to focusing
only on your breathing.
Do not allow yourself get up until you
can walk around without a single stressed
thought. If you get up and start to feel
anything then immediately lie back down
and breathe. This will ensure that you calm
down. You can’t get up until you’re completely calm, so it is foolproof in itself.
This is something some of you may
understandably scoff at. It’s not necessarily
something that will work if you think it is
a waste of time or bogus. This is all about
your mindset, and ability to force yourself
into the calm state needed to think through
things appropriately.
As humans, it has become nature to fall

victim to anxious behavior, and allow these
energies to take over because of familiarity. It has become all too easy to convince
ourselves that things aren’t okay, when
things are more than okay if we are able to
separate from the situation mentally and
find the bright side to everything.
Go for a ride:
Whether you own roller blades, a longboard or a bike; go for a ride. This is a great
mental workout for these situations.
Taking a ride on a long-board or bike can
give solid mental and physical exercise, and
allow productive thought release- which can
lead to a better state of mind.
This more focused mind-state allows
room for optimistic, problem solving thought
instead of jumbled worries.
Plus, you can’t ride a bike or long-board
inside. Nature is a wonderful place. Plants and
trees are alive - and pure. I mean, think about
it- they live their entire lives just being a tree.
No speaking, no drama, no murder; just a solid, drama-free life. In my opinion, this is why
you feel better after going to the park!
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College Republicans,
Trump’s presidency
gram in the meantime.
“For me personally, I think that he’s failSocial Media Editor
ing Dreamers. These are people that came
into the U.S. as children; they were brought
In a survey of 11 College Republicans, five here. It wasn’t their decision to come,” Jensaid that they were happy with President kins said. “I think it’s a good decision to
Trump’s performance, three were not and force Congress to finally act upon the issue,
another three were not sure yet.
but ending the program with just a couple
Almost a year after the 2016 presiden- of months instead of trying to force politics
tial election, the group is mixed on how the play out is a mistake.”
President has performed on some of his
Jenkins went on to say if the program was
major campaign promises.
changed to make Dreamers legal, they should
One of the first promises that President not be the first ones granted full citizenship.
Trump fulfilled was backing the United
“Definitely to the back of the line. There
States out of the Paris Climate Accord.
are still a lot of people waiting to come into
“I
generally
the country who have
agree with his decidone everything right
sion to get us out of
and haven’t gotten
it. The benefits are
nearly as far in becomtoo small to validate
ing citizens,” he said.
the costs,” sophoOn the issue of
more Shaun Sager
the infamous wall
said. “I think the way
that would separate
the agreement has
Mexico and the U.S.,
gone about legislatmembers were torn
ing carbon emissions
over Trump’s idea of it.
regulating that some
“I was for the
countries get to start
wall and am still for
later, some now, is
the wall. I think the
not creating a fair sysnet cost of illegal
tem for America.”
immigration is due
Sophomore
to a mix of tax dolHayden
Brown
lars funding programs
thinks removing the
but more so lost wagcountry from the
es, money being sent
agreement is the first
home, the wall would
step to nationalism.
be paid for several
“I think that
times over,” Sager said.
Trump is trying to get a
Others
think
sense of revitalization
that there can be
— Hayden Brown —
of nationalism into the
an alternative to a
Sophomore
country. We’ve been in
physical wall.
Bowling Green State University
this globalist mindset
“I like the spirfor eight or nine years now. I like the idea of it of the wall more than the physical one.
America first,” Brown said.
Illegal immigration has been cut down
The Deferred Action for Childhood Arriv- during this administration and the return
als program was another high priority on Pres- of respect for the rule of law in this nation.
ident Trump’s list when he was elected into I think that is a good step forward,” junior
office. When he announced that it was coming Nathan Higgins said.
to an end, cities and universities across the naSophomore Dylan Pipic thinks the bortion deemed themselves as a ‘safe city’ or ‘safe der should be defended by people instead
campus’ despite the administration’s threats of something physical.
to revoke funding if they did so.
“When we look at the cost of maintainDavid Jenkins, Treasurer, thinks that it ing something of this caliber, which is probis good to force Congress to take care of this ably going to be one of the greatest public
Trump continued on page 10
issue, but Trump should not end the proBy Kaitlyn Fillhart

“I think that Trump
is trying to get a
sense of revitalization of nationalism
into the country.
We’ve been in this
globalist mindset for
eight or nine years
now. I like the idea
of America first.”
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President Mazey’s journey
By Del-Marcus Goolsby
Reporter
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Bowling Green, Ohio
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She never thought she would be here.
From a four-room schoolhouse with eight
grades in it, to room 220 of McFall Center,
Mary Ellen Mazey leads the University as
its president and serves as a primary representation for the students and faculty.
Her path to this position, filled with its
share of challenges and obstacles, makes
her truly unique and gives her a perspective that is rare in this form of leadership.
With far from a privileged childhood,
Mazey realized early on that education
was going to be vital for her success. With
her mother being without a high school
education, Mazey was always encouraged
to be successful in the classroom so she
could be successful in her career.
“Education has really been a key to
what I want to do in life. I want to give every student and everyone I work with the
same opportunities that I had,” she said.
After the passing of her father when she
was only a year old, Mazey was primarily
raised by her mother. However, her mother’s
long work schedule at the Greenbrier hotel
meant that a lot of her relatives and family
friends pitched in to help.
“My aunt and two older brothers were
very influential for me. My brothers always
looked to me as equal. I remember my one
brother didn’t think I could be valedictorian, and he bet me $100 that I couldn’t be
valedictorian of my class so I proved him
wrong!” she exclaimed.
Mazey would continue on to beat the
odds as she moved toward higher education. Mazey earned bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from West Virginia University and
a Ph.D. in geography from the University of
Cincinnati. But this was no easy task.
Moving on from the small town of
White Sulfur Springs where she was born
and raised to the flagship institution of
that state, West Virginia University, was a
daunting task for Mazey.
Moving from a graduating class of 92
students and a population of 2,500 to Morgantown was a true test for Mazey, with her
being a first-generation college student.
But she found the motivation to succeed
in her studies. And not once did her status
affect her motivation in herself.
“We grew up in a time that was prior to Title IX, but my mother never believed that there
wasn’t anything a woman couldn’t do,” she said.

However, Mazey wasn’t the only one to
beat the odds. Her older brother, a current
Federal Appeals Judge, is also an alumni of
West Virginia University. After being successful in ROTC and the Air Force, he also
showed the value of education by attending
law school and becoming a judge.
It is clear that the values that they were
raised on were vital to their success as they
persevered against all odds.
“My mother often said we were so
poor, that we didn’t realize we were poor,
and that’s the best way because we were
always very humble and had a great deal
of respect for others. We valued every indi-

PHOTO PROVIDED

vidual off of their abilities of what they can
do. The sky is the limit,” she said.
Those values seemed to really work
in her favor as Mazey would continue on
to serve in many different high-profile
positions in higher education. She served
as provost and vice-president of academic
affairs at Auburn University, as dean of the
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences at West
Virginia University and as dean of the College
of Liberal Arts at Wright State University.
In 1996 to 1997, she had an Intergovernmental Personnel assignment and
served as director of the Office of UniversiMazey continued on page 11
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By Abby Shifley
Reporter

whose lives are in danger to get the help
they need without facing criminal charges.
Underage drinking is often considered part But the medical amnesty only applies to
of the college experience; but, there are risks University organizations (such as BGSU
involved with the consumption of too much Student Codes of Conduct, Residence Life
alcohol. However, there are ways to get med- and Greek Life), not over law enforcement
agencies like the BG
ical attention to intoxPolice Department.
icated minors without
USG has two
condemning them for
senators working on
breaking the law.
the resolution for
At the beginning
the medical amnesof the semester, the
ty policy: Marcus
Undergraduate StuGoolsby of diversity
dent
Government
affairs and Harrison
was asked to put unCarter for Offenhauder consideration a
er Towers. The policy
medical amnesty polhas been met with
icy. Rob Goldsmith,
optimism from the
the president of the
USG, but they are still
Students for Sensible
proceeding with cauDrug Policy chapter
tion. With any policy
here at the Universi— Harrison Carter —
change, the USG is
ty, was the one who
Undergraduate Student Government very thorough to endrafted this policy.
sure they are aware of
According to the
Bowling Green State University
all the effects the new
Medical Amnesty Initiative, medical amnesty “grants intoxicated policy could have, Goolsby said.
“Senator Carter and I have looked into
minors a limited legal immunity when they
seek help for themselves or another indi- medical amnesty policies at other universividual who is in need of immediate medical ties, such as the University of Michigan. We
wanted to know if there was an increase in
attention.”
The SSDP is an international organiza- heavy drug and alcohol consumption after
tion that works to alleviate some risks asso- the policy was put in place. It’s those types
ciated with drug use and alcohol overcon- of questions we are asking,” Goolsby said
If the USG votes in favor of the policy,
sumption, Goldsmith said. The SSDP does
not condemn nor condone drug use, they the policy will have greater credibility when
it is considered by the Graduate Student
simply acknowledge that it happens.
“We understand that the idea of drug Senate and the Faculty Senate, he said.
As of now, both he and Goolsby will
use does contain some risks, and we believe
that there are ways to educate people that present the policy to USG on Monday, Carter said. But this date could be pushed back.
alleviate some of that risk.”
It is inevitable that there will be some After the policy is presented, it will be conlevel of underage drinking and drug use on sidered by the USG for a week and then votcampus — and it will not always be done re- ed on.
“If this is something we can be prosponsibly, Goldsmith said. The SSDP’s policy
is trying to ensure that the people partaking active about instead of reactive about, we
in these activities have access to the proper should definitely be proactive,” Carter said.
This policy is so important because it
medical treatment, should they need it.
“Often times, people are afraid of com- holds a strong potential to save lives, Golding under criminal charges if they call for smith said.
“There is nothing to me that leverages
help,” Goldsmith said.
The policy will allow the students a human life, regardless of the legality of it.”

“If this is something
we can be proactive
about instead of
reactive about, we
should definitely be
proactive.”
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Hockey looks to face Lake Superior
By Zane Miller
Sports Editor
The Falcons hockey team will face the Lake
Superior State Lakers on Friday and Saturday
night, as the Falcons come off of defeating the
Michigan Tech Huskies in both games of their
series last weekend.
However, the team feels that Lake Superior has made some changes over the
past offseason.
“On paper, they’ve got some really good
forwards,” Falcons head coach Chris Bergeron
said. “They lost one guy who they counted on
last year for offense, but I think they’ve got five
or six guys outside of him that can hurt you offensively, so I’m looking for that, but I’m not really sure what to expect outside of that. I don’t
know their team great from the back end and
their goaltending’s new, so it’s a little bit of an
unknown, but we’ll see what we see again with
their series against Alaska Anchorage, but I do
think they’re going to work really hard.”
The team is also looking to be better able
to create scoring opportunities by sticking
more to their plan throughout the series.

Senior forward Mitch McLain skates against Alaska.

“I’m a process-oriented guy,” Bergeron 15 and a half minutes per game; that’s way too
said. “Without saying, ‘Shoot it where the much. I have faith in our penalty kill for the
goalie isn’t,’ or something like that, that’s kind three or four opportunities that we’re going to
of obvious, but it’s hard to score goals at this have to step up to, but seven and six and eight
level when you’ve got goalis just way too many, so that’s
tending as good as it is on evthe first place. Secondly, we’re
ery team. So you’ve got to go
going to have to make sure
to the process. The process is
our process is good, we’re gohitting the net. The process
ing to have to make sure that
is getting traffic. The process
they earn the zone, we’re gois making sure you’re a secing to have to make sure that
ond- and third-opportunity
we’re good with our clears
team, which means you’re
and we’re good with stick on
chasing down pucks and not
the puck and those kind of
being a one and done. That’s
things. If we’re not, this power
the process for us, when we
play will expose us.”
don’t spend enough time in
The team is also lookthe O-zone five on five, we
ing forward to the challenge
don’t get enough chances
of playing being able to play
because our process isn’t
against a tough team at home.
good enough.”
“I find that the series
-Chris BergeronLake Superior State
against Lake Superior in this
Falcons Head Coach
also comes into this series
building have always been
with the top power play in the WCHA.
difficult,” Bergeron said. “Every inch of the ice,
“First of all, we need to stay out of the scoring goals and all that kind of stuff, so I’m
penalty box,” Bergeron said. “We’re averaging expecting it to be difficult.”

“I find that
the series
against
Lake Superior
in this building
have always
been difficult.”

PHOTO BY SARAH NORTH

Upcoming
Games
Lake Superior State
November 10 | 7:37 PM

Lake Superior State
November 11 | 7:07 PM

Minnesota State (A)
November 17 | 8:07 PM

Minnesota State (A)
November 18 | 8:07 PM

Junior forward John Schilling searches for the puck earlier this season.

PHOTO BY IAN CAMPBELL
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Football falls to Buffalo on the road
By Zane Miller
Sports Editor
The Falcons football team was defeated 3828 by the Buffalo Bulls on Tuesday night, the
team’s first Mid-American Conference road
loss of the season.
“It’s frustrating,” Falcons head coach Mike
Jinks said. “Buffalo is an improved ball club,
and I really thought that it was going to be a
good gauge of where we’ve come and where we
are as a football team.”
The game started out with Buffalo getting
the first points of the game on a touchdown
run midway through the first quarter; however,
the Falcons were able to respond with a touchdown pass to freshman wide receiver Quintin Morris from freshman quarterback Jarret
Doege, with both teams getting the extra points
to make it 7-7. However, Buffalo was able to get
a couple of quick touchdowns before the end
of the quarter, as quarterback Tyree Jackson
and wide receiver Anthony Johnson connected from 21 yards and 69 yards respectively to
make it a 21-7 game.
In the second quarter, it was both defenses that stepped up as neither team was
able to score until freshman running back
Andrew Clair got in for a short touchdown

run with just 36 seconds remaining, cutting
the lead to 21-14 at halftime.
However, in the third quarter, Buffalo was able to restore their two possession
lead on another long touchdown pass,
which the Falcons were able to respond to
on their next drive with a touchdown pass
from Doege to senior wide receiver Teo Redding. In the fourth, Buffalo put themselves
back into a two-possession advantage with
a short field goal to start off the quarter, but
the Falcons again closed the gap with a connection from Doege to junior wide receiver
Scott Miller. On Buffalo’s next possession,
Buffalo got a touchdown run, which the
Falcons would be unable to recover from as
Buffalo took the 38-28 win.
“I saw that we struggled to defend the
pass,” Jinks said. “I saw that we had trouble
covering on multiple occasions.”
“Next week’s a big one,” Jinks said. “We
don’t have any time to put our heads down
and pout, we’ve got to walk out of here with
our heads held up and we’ve got to get to
work for five hours when we get back to the
facility and we’ve got to prepare.”
The team will next play on Wednesday
night in their final home game of the season
against the Toledo Rockets.

Junior wide receiver Scott Miller runs against Akron.
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Men’s basketball opens regular season
ago I don’t know if we were quite ready for
outside competition but right now they are
itching to go. I can’t wait, I’m excited about
the start of the season.”
The Falcons men’s basketball team will ofHuger is a Bowling Green alumnus and
ficially kick off their season on Friday with
this will be his third year at the helm. He has
a road tilt against the Drexel Dragons in
a record of 29-37 as the Falcons head coach.
Philadelphia.
The Falcons look to
“I think we’re coming
be lead by junior forward
along very nicely at this stage,”
Demajeo Wiggins and sophFalcons head coach Michael
omore guard Dylan Frye.
Huger said. “The freshmen
Last year the Falcons went
are coming along very nicely.
13 and 19 with a conference
Learning the system, learnrecord of its 7-11; however,
ing the defense is the biggest
the team is still looking to
thing that I think we need to
establish themselves.
get adjusted to as freshmen.
“Very close to having a
The physicality of the game,
starting
lineup but not close
-Michael Hugerthe speed of the game, but deto having a starting lineup
Falcons Head Coach I’m ready to share. We have
fensively they’re doing great
and I’m happy with that. Now we’re gelling
a starting lineup intact and we’re ready to
and meshing and coming together at the
go. Things can change within a week but I
right time and now I think we are ready for
don’t think that will happen,” Huger said.
that outside competition. A couple weeks
The Drexel Dragons will look upon
By Jamison Terbrack
Sports Reporter

“I think we’re
coming along
very nicely
at this stage.”

senior forward Austin Williams and senior
guard Sammy Monica this year. The Dragons went 9-23 last year as well as 3-15 in
their conference. The team feels that seeing how freshman players react to their first
game will also be important.
“The biggest thing now as freshmen
coming in, mine in particular, all of them
were the man on the team,” Huger said.
“They were the best player on the team, so
now you’re coming to a situation where a
whole team was pretty much their best player
and now you need them to play as one and
that’s the thing that they adjusted to the best
I thought, sharing the ball. They didn’t have
a problem with sharing the ball and being a
good teammate. Defense is always the toughest thing for freshmen, the toughness. First
of all they’re not strong enough coming in so
they work very hard. Kenny Goodrich did a
good job with them over the summer, putting
muscle and bulk on those guys to get them
ready for the season. So that part came along
well and now the defense.”

Upcoming
Games
Drexel (A)

November 10 | 7:00 PM

South Dakota

November 13 | 7:00 PM

Florida Gulf Coast

November 18 | 6:00 PM
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Trump continued from page 5
works in recent times, why pay to have a
physical wall when there are thousands of
veterans returning from war?” Pipic said.
“We could put that money to employ them.
If the money is going to go somewhere, why
not put it to the people?”
The group agrees that the Republican
Party has fallen flat on the healthcare issue
although the president, Garrett Reynolds,
believes Trump made the right choice signing an executive order to force Congress to
act on this issue.
Higgins feels that Republican members of Congress failed in their promise to
implement a new healthcare plan.
“I feel that it’s difficult to trust them
when during the Obama administration,
they were saying how we need to stop
this terrible healthcare plan from going
through,” he said. “The Republicans said
we’re going to repeal if you elect us. But
then they said, oh wait, we need to work
through the specifics before we pass it, and
nothing is getting done.”
The temporary travel ban was considered to be a good move by the President by
some in the group.
“I think it’s a great thing. These nations
that were banned typically don’t have any
background information. It makes sense
that we should at least figure out the situ-
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ation that’s going on before we let them in
without background checks,” sophomore
Nathan Feffer said.
Sager agrees with and thinks that it is
the President’s job to protect his citizens.
“I think that people go crazy the second that the list was announced. At the
end of the day, I don’t see a problem with
a temporary restriction. We see the radical
ideologies rising from these nations who
are incompatible with western values and
is dangerous to our nation,” Sager said. “I
think the president has the right and duty
to protect the citizens by restricting immigration until a problem can be solved.”
With over three years of President
Trump’s first term to go, the group had
some suggestions on how he could win
them over going forward.
“Keep Tweeting. It gives a voice to the
president. Have we ever had a president that
came out and spoke his mind and was honest
with people? It proves that he’s human, and
we can connect with him. Whether you agree
with him or not is up to you,” Feffer said.
All Pipic asks is Trump to keep the
country moving forward.
“As long as he has learned and developed the country in some way by the time
he leaves office, I think it will have been a
great presidency,” he said.

Winter session 2019
By April Leygraaf
Reporter
The University will be offering an optional
winter session to students starting in January
2019. This winter session is an opportunity for
students to gain credit for classes in just three
weeks.
“By adjusting the academic calendar and
creating this new winter session, we will create an additional enrollment point that should
help with degree time-to-completion, experiential learning and retention,” Assistant Vice
Provost Paul Cesarini said.
This extra session will allow students to
get ahead, catch-up or engage in other unique
learning experiences such as short-term study
abroad. January semester will offer undergraduate, graduate, online, traditional, general education, BG Perspective and service-learning
classes. Students are allowed to take up to six
credit hours during the three weeks. Per credit
hour tuition will remain the same as the regular academic year.
“By offering this new session, we hope to
provide students with additional opportunities
to get ahead, catch-up or get involved with a
variety of experiential learning options that
will be tailored to this session,” Cesarini said.
Student enrollment for the session will

most likely begin Oct. 22, 2018 with open enrollment starting Nov. 2.
On-campus housing will be open for students during the winter session, but dining hall
hours may vary. Participation in winter session
is completely optional, and students who decide not to participate will not begin Spring
classes until Jan. 28, 2019. Institutional scholarships will not be provided during the winter
session, but students will still be eligible to receive financial aid.
The winter session will be offered on all
University campuses. Libraries will be open
during this time but with limited hours. Students can also choose to use this time for internships or job shadowing. Graduation will
not be offered after winter session, but taking
winter session classes can help students fulfill degree requirements in order to be able to
graduate in the spring.
Students can also opt to go on a study
abroad experience during winter session, but
it will be a short-term experience. Cuba, Ecuador, India and Costa Rica are a few places that
will most likely offer short-term study abroad
to winter session students.
With the addition of the January semester, the University is joining many other public
universities across Ohio that also offer winter
sessions.
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Mazey continued from page 6
can therefore use the experience that she
ty Partnerships at the U.S. Department of has gotten from either other institutions or
Housing and Urban Development.
the way in which she was raised to do the
Mazey never sought out these oppor- right thing,” she said.
tunities, but she never hesitated to peruse
Mike Rutkowski, a sophomore graphthem because she believed that she could ic design major, has sat in on multiple
better help students.
meetings with Mazey for his art program
“When opportunities come to you, and has been able to see the exact same
you just want to take them and ensure that things in her.
you can contribute along the way. It’s all
“She’s very outspoken, and she says
about helping others,” she said.
what’s on her mind. And when she talks,
Lisa Mattiace, Mazey’s chief of staff
she doesn’t just
since
2012,
talk to talk. She
was
brought
talks to listen.
on board after
She really cared
Mazey started
about
what
her tenure as
other
people
the
Univerhad to say. She
sity’s
presiwanted to undent. Mattiace
derstand things
has
learned
and hear what
a lot about
other
people
her since then
thought.
I noand shares her
ticed
that
she
commitment
wants to do the
to student suc— Dr. Mary Ellen Mazey —
best job that
cess.
President of Bowling Green State University
she can, and I
“She is very
genuine and student-focused. Everything know that she means well,” he said.
that she does is to better help our students
It is also clear that Mazey’s drive to
succeed. She is certainly well-grounded and make the University better is a passion

“Education has really
been a key to what I want
to do in life. I want to give
every student and everyone I work with the same
opportunities that I had.”

B O W L I N G

G R E E N

that is shared
tended to go into
among her core
administration.
staff as well.
If worst comes to
worst, then I just
“It’s
also
go back to teachmade me think,
ing. And what’s
and I think it’s
better than workmade the peoing with the stuple around her
dents?” she said.
think, ‘How can
This has led
we make BGSU
Mazey
to not
better?’ I probfeel
any
regrets
ably
thought
in
her
life,
knowabout that during
ing that she has
the course of
worked
hard
my whole career
to achieve her
when I worked
goals and pasat other institusions for helping
tions, but I think
students.
— Mike Rutkowski—
about it much
“I don’t think I’d
Sophomore
more now and
change
anything
Bowling Green State University
more
overtly
about my life. I
than I did before,” Mattiace said.
feel like I have been very fortunate throughHowever, with all of the accomplish- out life, and I’ve always felt to never look
ments and the high regards that she has back. Always look forward.”
achieved throughout her career, the one pasAnd now, sitting in room 220 of the
sion that launched Mazey into success is still McFall Center, Mary Ellen Mazey is in a
held very close with her.
bright orange suit symbolizing the pride
“I decided to go ahead and get a Ph.D. that she holds for her students, as she
because I love to go to school. I thought I’d looks forward to our future.
always just be a college professor. I never in-

“She’s very outspoken
and she says what’s on
her mind. And when she
talks, she doesn’t just
talk to talk. She talks to
listen. She really cared
about what other people
had to say.”
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Morale Captain Spotlight: Ashley Weidbusch
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BG News will be introducing you to the Morale Captains in following issues. Check in each week to meet a new member of the ZiggyThon team!
received this position. I also signed up
because I love to dance, and I can definitely dance for 24 hours! I felt this position
suited me because I’m energetic and love
to help people.

By Brionna Scebbi
Reporter

PHOTO PROVIDED

What inspired you to become a
Morale Captain?
I was inspired to be a Dance Marathon
Morale Captain because it is For The Kids
and all for an amazing cause. I’ve never
done Dance Marathon before because I’m
a freshman, so I’m truly honored to have

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

A personal goal would definitely be funding all of my money. Since I’ve never done
this it’s going to be hard to raise that much,
but I’m willing to do anything FTK. I want
to accomplish a lot with my fellow Morale
Captains and make this year’s ZiggyThon
something people will not forget. We’re
going to kill the line dance; I know it.

I am most excited to dance the night away
with amazing people, especially miracle
families. I can’t wait to see the impact we
make, and I’m so excited for everything
leading up to the event.

Do you have anything to say to
someone who might be considering joining?
Join Dance Marathon! Everyone, everywhere. I swear it’ll be amazing and worth
it! FTK all day!
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DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily
1. Hood
2. Component of urine
3. Anagram of "Cabs"
4. Light tan horse
5. Reveal
6. Clairvoyant
7. A large vase
8. Affirm
9. Stringed instrument
10. Filled to excess
11. Strange
12. Got up
13. Silly mistake
19. ___-garde
21. Depend
25. Expunge
26. Nile bird
27. Mats of grass
28. Refereed
29. Flower part
30. Angry
31. Petroleum
34. Solitary
35. Auspices
36. Physicians

ACROSS
1. Astrological transition point
5. Normal
10. Q-Tip
14. Killer whale
15. Jumpy
16. Relating to aircraft
17. Welt
18. Reverence
20. Worker
22. Go backwards
23. Japanese apricot
24. Venomous snake
25. Disenchant
32. Hard wood
33. Excellence
34. Directed
37. Adriatic resort
38. Dismay
39. Jump up and down
40. S

41.
42.
43.
45.
49.
50.
53.
57.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

Perspiration
Classical Greek
Ceaselessness
Summary
A late time of life
Analyze
Spire
Administrative official
Regrets
Biblical garden
Grill
Anagram of "Seek"
"___ we forget"
Soft leather
Apollo astronaut Slayton

DOWN

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

What goals do you have for
ZiggyThon?

What are you most excited
about for this year’s Dance
Marathon program?

38.
39.
41.
42.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
58.

Barley bristle
Thought deeply
Old photo color
Small island
Homestead
Renegade
Give off
Concerns
Catkin
Central points
Beige
Told
Throw up
Scallion
Being
Caviar

ANSWERS
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